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Summary of Dynamics of the 
regular hendecagon: N = 11 
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(Note that N = 11 is sometimes called an undecagon, but this is a weird mixture of Latin and 
Greek. The Greek terminology hendecagon is the standard mathematical terminology.) 

 
The First Family of N = 11 is shown below.              

 

Vital Statistics: Recall that star[k] = -hN{sk,1} where sk = Tan(kπ/N)  for 1 ≤ k < N/2 and 
the matching scales are scale[k] = Tan[π/N[/Tan[kπ/N]. If we assume that hN = 1, the star points 
and scales are as shown below. (The scales are unaffected by the choice of hN and the only 
affect that a different hN would have on the star points is to multiply them by hN.) 
 
 [Table[-star[[k]][[1]], {k,1,HalfN}]               Table[scale[k], {k,1,HalfN}] 

                                                                

The minimal scale is always scale[<N/2>] where <N/2> is the greatest integer < N/2. This is 
called GenScale[N], so GenScale[11] = scale[5] = Tan[Pi/11]Tan[Pi/22]. By Corollory 3.3 to the 
Scaling Field Lemma of [H5], GenScale[11] will used as the generator of the scaling field S11. 
The traditional generator for this subfield is N = 2cos(2π/N) so it has order φ(N)/2 where φ is 
the Euler totient function. This order is known as the ‘algebraic complexity’ of N. N= 11 and the 
matching N = 22 are the only regular polygons with quantic order.  The minimal polynomial for 
GenScale[11] is −1 + 25𝑥 − 30𝑥2 − 26𝑥3 − 𝑥4 + 𝑥5 
 
Table[AlgebraicNumberPolynomial[ToNumberField[scale[k],GenScale],x],{k,1,3}] 

 

This shows how the first 3 scales can be written in terms of x = GenScale[11] 
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Second Generation 

For all N-gons the canonical generation scaling takes place at GenStar with DS[1] and DS[2] 
acting as the new N and D – so they are called M[1] and D[1]. This implies that the generation 
scaling is  hM[1]/hN =Tan[π/11]Tan[π/22]  = GenScale[11]. Theoretically this could be 
continued as in Definition 3.3 of [H5], but here the M[k] chain appears to end with M[2]. It is 
easy to construct an ideal 2nd generation based on either M[1] or D[1]. The Mathematica 
command is FFM1 = TranslationTransform[cM[1]][FirstFamily*GenScale[11]] This is 
shown below in cyan and of course this matches the ideal First Family of D[1]. 

                 
The black tiles shown here are the actual tiles that arise in the outer-billiards web. The only tiles 
that are both cyan and black are M[1], DS5, M[2] and their symmetric counterparts at 
GenStar[11]. This does not bode well for future generations because D[2] is missing. Since D[1] 
is step-2 relative to D, any M[2]-D[2] pair will be separated by 2 empty vertices. On the inner 
portion of D[1], these M-D pairs must exist at bottom and top by symmetry. This leaves 4 
available vertices - which cannot work. By contrast N = 9 and N = 13 have 2 and 6 vertices 
available. As indicated in the 4k+1 conjecture, it appears that the D[1] step-2 geometry is simply 
not compatible with D[2]’ s when N is 4k+3.  
 
DS5  is strongly conforming because it shares the star[1] and star[5] points of D[1] – so it is an 
S[5] tile of D[1]. Px and Mx are only weakly conforming but this implies that they have a local 
web evolution that is tied to D[1]. Since they evolve from the extended edges of D[1], just like 
DS5 and M[1], it was possible to trace their evolution and determine their parameters. We will 
derive parameters of Mx, Px, Sx  and also Gx, Sk and Sxx  on the edges of N = 11 as show 
below.  

                   

 

 



A Proof that Mx is ‘Canonical’ (All calculations will be done with  N = 11 at radius 1) 

A tile P is said to be ‘canonical’ relative to a regular tile N if for each side sP, the ratio sP/sN is 
in the scaling field SN. When P is itself a regular N-gon or N/2-gon, it is clearly sufficient to 
show that hP/hN is in the scaling field and we will do this for Mx relative to D[1]. Since D[1] is 
canonical relative to N = 11 and  N = 22, this means that Mx will be also be canonical. 

The Two-Star Lemma of [H5] “First Families of Regular Polygons and their Mutations” states 
that a regular polygon like Mx can be determined by just knowing the exact value of two star 
points. 
 
For Mx , star5 is known because it is a vertex of D[1]. We will find the exact coordinates of the 
star[4] point of Mx – shown in blue below. To do this we will use the ‘web’ algorithm as 
described in [H2]. The extended horizontal edges of D[1] also lie on the extended edge of N = 
11, so the segment H1 shown below is part of the level-0 web for N = 11. There are matching 
segments for all 11 D tiles and all of these segments together are iterated by the web algorithm. 
There is no guarantee that any of these 11 segments will map back to D[1], but since D[1] is a 
step-2 tile of D, and the D’s map to each other, these 11 segments will map primarily to the 
D[1]’s. It takes 13 iterations of the web for H2 to arise as a symmetric version of H1. Technically 
H2 is not an image of H1 because all images of H1 must be parallel to H1 – but H2 is the image 
of an H1 in another D). We will use H2 to determine the strange ‘offsets’ that eventually 
determine the star[4] point of Mx – although other choices work also. 
 

                                                                                   
After 9*11 iterations of the web, H1 (and its matching segments) will yield the nine segments 
shown on the left above – including the crucial truncated segment that determines a side of Mx. 
All that we need is an ‘exact’ formula for p2, because p2 determines star[4] - since all edges 
must be parallel to edges of D[1]. And then  star[4] and star[5] together determine Mx. 
The steps to find p2 are outlined on the graphic above. The vertex p0 is known to arbitrary 
precision and we suspect that it maps to p1, but vertices technically have no image under  . 
However vertices can have one-sided limit points and we will show that the limit point of p0 is 
indeed the edge point p1. (So vertices can indeed map to edges.)  To do this, pick a point on the 
segment H2 ‘close’ to p0. It is not critical that the error be very small – because the web tells us 



that the interior portion of H2 does not split for at least 200 iterations – and hence all neighbors 
of p0 on this segment will temporarily share the same orbit.  
 
Since (p) = 2ck –p for some vertex ck  of N = 11, k(p) = (-1)kp + 2Q where Q is an alternating 
sum of vertices. These vertices are known to arbitrary accuracy, so if the initial point p is known, 
the orbit of p is ‘exact’ – as long the sequence of ‘corners’ is known. This is what we call the 
‘corner sequence’.  Mathematica tracks these sequences as part of our analysis and there are 
‘checks and balances’ that can be used to determine the validity of such a sequence.  
 
The center of D[1] has period 77 and all other points in D[1] have period 154. (Only centers can 
have odd period). The ‘step sequence’ of D[1] is the number of vertices advanced on each 
iteration (the first difference of corner indices). The step sequence for all points of D[1] is 
{5,5,5,5,5,5,4} (compared with {5} for the ‘patent’ D). So the step sequence of D[1] is period 7 
and of course this divides the actual period. 
 
It makes sense that the points adjacent to D[1] will have similar step sequences. The first 20 
corner indices for a point close to p0 are {11,5,10,4,9,3,8,1,6,11,5,10,4,9,2,7,1,6,11,5} and it is 
clear they advance by {5,5,5,5,5,5,4} (mod 11), but of course this sequence will eventually break 
down. Clearly no web point, edge point or vertex point can have a periodic orbit. 
 
So we will use an approximation of p0 to determine the corner sequence Q and then simply plug 
p0 into this sequence. This allows us to define an ‘ideal’ (one-sided) orbit for p0 - and the results 
can be checked in many ways – including the fact that the resulting hMx must be in the scaling 
field S11. 
 
Here are the calculations: 

(i) rDS[2] = [ ] [ ] [ ]
22 11 11

Sec Sin Tanπ π π
  

cDS[2] = 2 2{ [ ] [ ](1 [ ] ), [ ](1 [ ] )}
11 22 11 11 11

Cos Cot Tan Cos Tanπ π π π π
− − − −  

(In the calculations to follow we will give just the first coordinate of the resulting points) 

p0[[1]] = DS[2][[15]]][[1]] = 
5{ [ ] [ ] [ ]( [ ] [ ] [ ]) [ ]}

11 22 11 22 22 22 11
Cos Cot Sin Cot Sec Sin Tanπ π π π π π π
− + −  

(ii) To get the step sequence for p0, we will use a point px that is on H2 and distance 10-8 from 
p0. Because we have been using step sequences to generate projections (see Projections in the 
PDF list at dynamicsofpolygons.org), our software is orientated toward the ‘return map’ 2 which 
generates sequences of vectors of the form ck-cj. We will generate at least 150 points in the orbit 
of px to get the 75 displacements that define p1. (The ‘suspected’ number of iterations is 
determined by visually tracking the ‘return map’). The indices of the corner sequences are 
generated by IND[px,150]. The first 20 indices are given above. Then P1= PIM[p0,75,1]  takes 
the 150 indices and constructs the first75 terms of the vector sequence to reproduce the actual 
‘orbit’ using p0 as the ‘surrogate’ for px. 
 
This is called the P1 ‘projection’ of p0 - and it is a series of vector displacements based on the 
indices found above. (This is an example of an ‘algebraic graph’ as defined in [S2].) . The first 



element in P1 is p0. Our interest is in the 75th element of P1 so set p1= P1[[75]]. The simplified 
form of p1[[1]]=  

3 2 56 [ ] [ ] [ ] 4 [ ] 8 [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]
22 11 22 11 11 22 11 11 22 11 22 11

Cos Cos Cot Sin Sin Cot Sin Tan Sec Sin Sin Tanπ π π π π π π π π π π π
− − + + + −  

 
 (iii) To find p2, rotate p1 in an ‘exact’ fashion – which is the default for Mathematica: 
 
 p2= RotationTransform[6*Pi/11, cDS[2]][p1] 
 

p2[[1]] = 
15/22 1/11 3/11 4/11 6/11 7/11 9/11 10/11

1/11 2/11
( 1) ( 1 4( 1) 6( 1) 7( 1) 7( 1) 6( 1) 4( 1) ( 1) )

2( 1 ( 1) )(1 ( 1) )
− − − − + − − − + − − − + − + −

− + − + −
 

(the complex part will vanish) 
 
(iv) The slope of this line segment determined by p2 is known exactly, so it is trivial to solve for 
star[4], but the exact result is somewhat messy:  Star[4][[1]] = 
 

1/11 2/11 3/11 4/11 5/11 6/11 7/11 8/11 9/11 10/11

2/11
1 2 5 1 12( 1) ( 1) ( 1) 3( 1) 9( 1) 2( 1) 2( 1) 9( 1) 3( 1) ( 1)( [ ] [ ])(5 2 11 22 2 2( 1)[ ] [ ]

22 11

Cos Sin
Cos Sin

π π
π π

+ − + − + − − − − − − − + − + − + − − −
−

+ −− +

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]
11 22 11 22 11 22

Cos Cos Cos Cot Cos Sinπ π π π π π
− − − +

15/22 1/11 3/11 4/11 6/11 7/11 9/11 10/11

1/11 2/11

5 2( 1) ( 1 4( 1) 6( 1) 7( 1) 7( 1) 6( 1) 4( 1) ( 1) )( [ ] [ ])
22 11

2 52( 1 ( 1) )(1 ( 1) )( [ ] [ ])
11 22

Cos Sin

Cos Sin

π π

π π

− − − − + − − − + − − − + − + − − +
+

− + − + − −

 

2 2

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]
11 11 22 22 11 11 22 11 11

[ ] [ ](1 [ ] ) [ ]( [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ](1 [ ] )))
11 22 11 22 22 11 11 11 22 11

Sin Tan Cos Cot Sin Tan Sin Sin Tan

Cos Sin Tan Cos Sec Sin Tan Cos Cot Tan

π π π π π π π π π

π π π π π π π π π π

+ + +

− − − −

 

 
≈ -6.140294383348303635714999067 (this assumes a radius 1 for N = 11). The second 
coordinate of star[4] is the same as the ‘base’ edge of N = 11 – namely minus the apothem. 
 
Star points like these can be multiplied (or divided) by Tan[Pi/11] to yield elements in the 
scaling field S11 - which is generated by GenScale (scale[5] of N = 11). This provides a check on 
the validity of the calculations so far and gives a more manageable formula for star[4]:                       
 
AlgebraicNumberPolynomial[ToNumberField[star[4][[1]]*Tan[Pi/11],GenScale],y]  = 

2 3 4111 621 133 25 13
32 16 8 16 32

y y y y
− + + − −   Setting y = GenScale will yield star[4][[1]]*Tan[Pi/11]. 

 
(v) Finally the Two-Star Lemma will yield the coordinates of star[4] relative to Mx – and hence 
the scale of Mx:  Set c = Star[4][[1]] – star[5][[1]]; and y1= Tan[4*Pi/11], y2 = Tan[5*Pi/11], 
then 



MxStar[4][[1]] = 𝑐
𝑦2

( 1
𝑦1
− 1

𝑦2
). As expected this result is ‘messy’ but exact. But what we really 

want is hMx =  -MxStar[[4]][[1]]/Tan[4*Pi/11] which is given below: 
 

1/11 2/11 3/11 4/11 5/11 6/11 7/11 8/11 9/11 10/11

2/11 2/11 6/11 7/11

40 4( 1) 24( 1) 44( 1) 8( 1) 36( 1) 29( 1) 5( 1) 43( 1) 19( 1) 12( 1)
5 2 32(1 ( 1) )(1 ( 1) ( 1) ( 1) )( [ ] [ ])( [ ] [ ])
22 11 22 22

Cos Sin Tan Tanπ π π π
− − + − − − + − − − + − − − + − − − + −

−
+ − − − + − + − − −

≈ 0.0047466778294017318376548  (again the imaginary part vanishes) 
 
This height is actually a scaled distance so it is in S11 and Mathematica will yield a polynomial 
form for hMx: 
 
AlgebraicNumberPolynomial[ToNumberField[hMx,GenScale,z]= 
 

2 3 421 241 35 3 11
32 16 4 16 32

z z z z
− − − +   so hMx =  

 
2 2 3 3 4 421 241 35 3 11[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]

32 16 22 11 4 22 11 16 22 11 32 22 11
Tan Tan Tan Tan Tan Tan Tan Tanπ π π π π π π π

− − − +   

 
To convert this to a scale, divide by hN11. Since we are assuming a radius of 1, hN11 = 
Cos[π/11], so MxScale = hMx/hN11 = hMx/Cos[π/11] ≈ 0.004947068879. This scale is in S11 
because 1/Cos[π/11] = 1 + GenScale.   
 
This proves that Mx is a ‘canonical’ tile and the matching MxScale is in the scaling field S11 so it 
can interact algebraically with the 5 existing scales, but we do not know if any of the resulting 
variants of Mx exist. It is trivial to construct an ideal First Family for Mx, but this family has no 
obvious ‘hits’ with existing tiles – it would have been a great surprise if there were any such 
relationships because there does not appear to be any clear-cut connections between Mx and the 
neighboring canonical tiles.  
 
Vertex ‘offsets’ such as these are clearly a part of the evolution of ‘most’ regular polygons – and 
it appears that the typical edge of a tile may code  a significant amount of the overall dynamics. 
(Every extended edge of a regular polygon ‘codes’ the entire dynamics because the evolution of 
these points defines the singularity set.) In the case of p2 studied here, this appears to be just the 
first of an infinite sequence of ‘offsets’ - some of which can be observed in the web plot below. 
 

                                            



The blue points show part of the sphere of influence of Mx. They are generated by initial edge 
points between (right-side) star[3] and star[4] of D[1]. The magenta points are generated by 
neighboring intervals. In the limit there seems to be a level of interaction between intervals and it 
seems likely that there are points on the trailing edge of D[1] with ‘locally dense’ orbits. 
 

      
Below is an overlay of this web on an extended web that is generated to a level that varies 
between one and two billion iterations.  
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A Proof that Px is ‘Canonical’ 

The situation with Px is somewhat easier because it is closely related to both D[1] and DS[3]. 
The method is similar to that used for Mx – but here we will expand the local web to include 
DS[3]. This was just one of many possible approaches and it was designed to show the important 
connection between DS[3] and DS[2] (D[1]). This may be the shortest possible link to Px. 

(i) First generate the local web and explore possible intervals that will yield a second star point 
of Px. Below is a sample web using the initial interval between star[2] and star[3] of DS[3]. Note 
that this interval appears to generate a star point of Px.               

 

We chose to back up to just the green interval shown on the left below because when it is 
reflected about DS[1] (not shown here), it will generate the matching green interval which has a 
known slope so it can be used to define star[1] of Px.

 

(ii) Therefore our goal is to find the exact value of either end point of the left-most green interval 
above. Since end-points map to end points until H0 splits, one of the end points should be an 
image of star[3] of DS[3]. However the magenta web comes from all 11 intervals matching H0 
as shown in blue below- and it is not hard to determine that it comes from the D directly below- 
so the orange point shown here is star[3] of DS[3]  relative to the lower D (and the green point is 
the star[3] of DS[3] in our original configuration.)  

                 



Even though the orange star[3] is known exactly, our software is oriented toward the 
‘accelerated’ map 2 so we need initial points which land on the target after an even number of 
iterations. This orange star[3] point will indeed land on the target – but after 55 iterations, so we 
will advance the orbit by one iteration to get the magenta point shown above and below. This 
new star3x point will land on the target point after 54 iterations – so it will take only 27 iterations 
of the accelerated 2 orbit as shown on the right below. (The green target point shown here is not 
the same as the green star[3] point in the above illustration.) 

 

(iii) The 2 orbit is easy to track with exact arithmetic – as shown earlier with Mx. 

Ind=IND[star3x,100] generates the corner sequence and P1=PIM[star3x,28,1] generates the 
actual orbit using pairs of vertices from Ind. Set qx = P1[[28]] (The green target point.This is the 
top end point of the green interval shown earlier. To do this manually (by approximation) 

K = V[star3x,54]; K[[55]] = qx = {-6.5224053964900889397944633158025844,-
0.9342536318930681866219575951303143} (This is the  map – but it is not designed to be 
exact because this would be inefficient for general use. It is easy to make 2

 exact.) 

The image on the right above is: 

Graphics[{poly[Mc], poly[D], poly[DS[2]], AbsolutePointSize[5.0], Magenta, 
Point[star3x],Blue, Line[P1], Green,  Point[qx], Blue, Arrow[{P1[[27]],P1[[28]]}]}] 

(iv) Reflect qx about the center of DS[1]:  qy = ReflectionTransform[{1,0},cDS[1]][qx]; 

qy[[1]]= 
3/22 5/22 7/22 9/22 13/22 15/22 17/22 19/22 21/22

1/11
i 2( 1) ( 1) 5( 1) 5( 1) ( 1) 5( 1) 5( 1) ( 1) 2( 1)

2 2( 1)
+ − − − − − + − + − + − − − − − + −

− −
 

qy[[2]]= 
1/11 2/11 3/11 4/11 5/11 6/11 7/11 8/11 9/11 10/11

4/11
4 4( 1) 4( 1) 4( 1) 4( 1) 5( 1) 4( 1) 5( 1) 5( 1) 4( 1) 5( 1)

2 2( 1)
− − − − − − + − + − − − − − + − + − − −

+ −
  

(These are simplified complex versions – which will have vanishing imaginart parts.) 



(v) qy is the top of the green interval. Now use the slope to get to the bottom star[1] point of Px:  

slope2 = -slope[Mc[[7]], Mc[[8]]] = 
5[ ] [ ]

11 22
5[ ] [ ]
22 11

Cos Sin

Cos Sin

π π

π π

− +

−

   ;     hx = qy[[2]]-Mc[[6]][[2]];  

star1 = {qy[[1]] + hx/slope2, Mc[[6]][[2]]} (second coordinate is just -hN = -Cos[2Pi/11]) 

star1[[1]] = 
1/22 3/22 7/22 9/22 13/22 15/22 17/22 19/22 21/22

1/11 4/11 5/11

33i 10( 1) 27( 1) 27( 1) 10( 1) 15( 1) 24( 1) 24( 1) 15( 1) 33( 1)
54( 1 ( 1) ( 1) ( 1) )( [ ] [ ])

11 22
Cos Sinπ π

+ − + − − − − − + − − − − − + − + −

− + − − − + − −

  

= {-6.22169673737868883027910855217,-0.959492973614497389890368057066} 

(vi) For the Two Star Lemma need d =  c = D1[[7]][[1]]-star1[[1]] but we need an exact form for 
D1 (= DS[2] = D[1]) and this will be done by constructing it from the known exact parameters: 

cDS[2] = 2 2{ [ ] [ ](1 [ ] ), [ ](1 [ ] )}
11 22 11 11 11

Cos Cot Tan Cos Tanπ π π π π
− − − −   

rDS[2]= [ ] [ ] [ ]
22 11 11

Sec Sin Tanπ π π
 ; D1x = RotateCorner[cD1 + {rDS[2],0},22,cDS[2]];  

(exact version of D1) 

c = D1x[[7]][[1]]-star1[[1]] 

Now by the Two-Star Lemma – with opposite sides 

 hPx = c/(Tan[5*Pi/11]+Tan[Pi/11])  

AlgebraicNumberPolynomial[ToNumberField[hPx,GenScale],x] 

= 
2 3 43 39 7 5 5

32 16 2 16 32
x x x x

− + + + −  ≈  0.0154152350415027628833671352338+ 0.*10^-32 I 

Define  
2 3 43 39 7 5 5[ _] : ;

32 16 2 16 32
x x x xf x = − + + + −  then hPx = f[GenScale]  

*see page 278 in CyclotomicStuffDellNew* but for a standard use the form below 

AlgebraicNumberPolynomial[ToNumberField[hP/Cos[2*Pi/11],GenScale],x] = 

3 4
29 103 311

8 4 4 8
x x xx− − + +   = 9/8-(103 x)/4-11 x^2+x^3/4+(3 x^4)/8  



(v) By the Two-Star Lemma (or just the definition of star[1]) the displacement from star[1] is 
simply x = hPx*Tan[Pi/11] so 

midPx = star1 + {x,0}; cPx = midPx + {0,hPx} ≈ -6.21717041597563175615363541147, -
Cos[Pi/11]  

rPx = RadiusFromHeight[hP,11]; Px = RotateCorner[cPx + {0,rPx},11,cPx] (exact) 

                                                             

To Define Sx and Show that it is Canonical 

(i) Define the star points of Px using midPx as the new origin 

starPx = Table[midP +{-hP*Tan[k*Pi/11],0}, {k,1,5}];  

so the ‘right-side’ star points are: starPxR = ReflectionTransform[{1,0},cP][starPx] 

( By convention we call these the ‘negative’ star points of Px, so the shared star point shown 
below in magenta is starPxR[[3]] = -starPx[3]) 

(ii) Now the star points of DS5 – but first we need a exact value of hDS5 and cDS5:  

r1= rDS[5]; h1= HeightFromRadius[r1,11] (first generation DS5- exact) 

hDS5 = h1*GenScale = 
5[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]

11 22 11 22
Sin Tan Tan Tanπ π π π

; cDS5 = cS[5]*GenScale;  

midDS5 = {cDS5[[1]],-Cos[Pi/11]};  

starDS5 = Table[midDS5 +{-hDS5*Tan[k*Pi/11],0}, {k,1,5}] in blue below 

                               

 



The following is from [H5] 
 
(The Two-Elephant Case) The tiles below exist in the 2nd generation of N = 11. This is a 
‘quintic’ N-gon so the algebra is much more complex than N = 14. Px and DS5 share a star point 
which is off the page at the right, but they do not share any other star points so it was a challenge 
to find a second defining star point of Px – even though the parameters and star points of DS5 
are known. Since these two elephants are only distantly related, it is unusual for them to share a 
third tile – which we call Sx.  This Sx tile shares extended edges with both Px and DS5. 
 

        
The coordinate system here is based on N = 11 at the origin with radius 1, so hN = Cos[π/11] and 
this defines the vertical coordinate of the star points  above . For the Two-Star Lemma all that is 
required are the horizontal coordinates p1 and p2: 

1
5 3 55[4][[1]] [ ] [ ] 2 [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]

11 22 11 11 11 22 22 11 22 11 22
p starDS Cos Cot Sin Sin Tan Tan Cot Sin Tan Tan Tanπ π π π π π π π π π π
= = − + − −

 
≈ -6.20420330888865441194212796187 
 

1/22 3/22 5/22 7/22 13/22 15/22 17/22 19/22 21/22

2
4/11 5/11

5i 8( 1) 15( 1) 5( 1) 5( 1) 5( 1) 15( 1) 8( 1) 3( 1) 3( 1)[3][[1]] 54(1 ( 1) )( 1 ( 1) )( [ ] [ ])
11 22

p starPx
Cos Sinπ π

− + − − − − − + − + − + − − − + − + −
= − = −

+ − − + − −

  ≈ -6.19938028638426134749554856888 
 
(Because Px does not share any scaling with the First Family for N = 11, its parameters are 
algebraically far more complex than DS5. The expression shown here for p2 is a simplification of 
the largely trigonometric form – which would fill this page *. Mathematica prefers to do these 
calculations in ‘cyclotomic’ form as shown here. Of course p2 will have vanishing complex part.) 
 
By the Two-Star Lemma: hSx = (p2-p1)/(Tan[4π/11]+Tan[3π/11]) = 
 

1/22 3/22 5/22 7/22 9/22 13/22 17/22 19/22 21/22

4/11 2/11 3/11 4/11 5/11 6/11 7/11 8/11 9/11

2i 11( 1) ( 1) ( 1) 11( 1) 12( 1) 4( 1) 4( 1) 2( 1) 12( 1)
32(1 ( 1) )(2 ( 1) ( 1) ( 1) ( 1) ( 1) ( 1) ( 1) ( 1) )( [ ]
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− − + − + − − − + − − − + − − − − −

+ − + − − − + − − − + − − − + − − − +
5 5[ ])( [ ] [ ])
22 11 22

Cos Sinπ π π
−

 

As expected hSx/hN ≈ .00150329 is in the scaling field and since hN = Cos[π/11] is also in the 
scaling field, hSx itself is in the scaling field: 
 
AlgebraicNumberPolynomial[ToNumberField[hSx,GenScale[11],x] yields 

hSx = 
3 4

247 543 5 2521
32 16 16 32

x x xx− + + + −  where x = GenScale[11] = Tan[π/11]*Tan[π/22] 



AlgebraicNumberPolynomial[ToNumberField[hSx/Cos[Pi/11],GenScale],x] 

=  
2 4

39 63 552
4 2 4

x xx x− + + + −  =  -(9/4)+52 x+(63 x^2)/2+x^3-(5 x^4)/4  

 
Use these as ‘standard’ polynomials for Sx, Px and Mx 
  
Here are the steps to construct Sx:  (i) Using p2, the displacement is x = hSx*Tan[3π/11] so 
MidpointSx = {-starPx[3][[1]]-x,-hN} ≈{-6.201044900,-Cos[π/11]} (ii) cSx = MidpointSx + 
{0,hSx} (iii) rSx = RadiusFromHeight[hSx,11] (iv) Sx = RotateVertex[cSx + {0,rSx},11,cSx]   
 
Trio = {Mx,Px,Sx}; Save["N11MxPxSx",Trio]; (Save exact coordinates of these three.) 

 
 

 
 
 



 
In isolation Sk has the same algebraic complexity as N – namely (N)/2 - so (N) could also be 
called the ‘computational complexity’ of N. This is cheap because the center is known. But each 
new generation is based on the coordinates of the last and in general these will have the same 
complexity as the primitive star[k] of N – which is (N), so a tile in generation k will be 
expected to have computational complexity ((N)k

..  
 
In the case of Sx there is a degree 4 polynomial for the height so this is order (N) just like N - 
but the midpoint is relative to a star point of Px or DS5 –and these would be order (N) relative 
to star[1] of D[1] – but star[1] of D[1] also comes at a price – which is another (N) – so just the 
positional information in Sx would come at computational complexity ((N)3) (The height 
calculations using the Two-star Lemma would typically be on the same order but they are 
essentially independent of the location calculations so it would not affect the overall order.)  
 
This explains the extreme length of some of the parameters for Sx and makes clear that there 
could be serious computational issues past 5 or 6 generations of N = 11. Since the generations 
scale by GenScale[11] = Tan[π/11]*Tan[π/22] ≈  0.0422171, the 25th generation would be on the 
order of the Plank scale of 1.6·10-35 m.) 
 
On way to mitigate this issue is to use a tile like Sx as a new reference tile with its own 
coordinate system. We do this routinely and if necessary the calculations can be linked back to 
N. We know as much about Sx as we do of N – including star points and possible First Family. 
 
Along these lines the fine print above says that the small tile adjacent to star[4] of DS5 may be 
just the 2nd in a infinite chain of tiles converging to star[4]. This geometry local to Sx has 
interesting structure and symmetry and what is surprising is that Sx appear to be a ‘satellite’ of 
Px – since there is a clone on the next edge – but the potential sequence pointed out above only 
works with DS5, so Sx seems to be closely related to both tiles and could be called their 
‘intersection’.  On the edges of N = 11 the dynamics are more complex that anything here at D, 
but once again there are two ‘elephants’ named Gx and Sk that define a tile called Sxx.  



To see how ‘nasty’ things can get after just 3 generations below is the unsimplified trigonometric 
form of –starPx[3][[1]]  

 

 

 



Working inside N = 22 

It is hard to ge detailed webs by the traditional method of iterating the extended forward edges 
under . This involves all of the edges of N and becomes unmanageable as N increases. When N 
is regular, it is clearly sufficient to iterate one edge and use rotations to accomplish the rest. This 
is what the Digital Filter Map does- but this only works whenN is even – see H[3]. The increase 
in efficiency and accuracy depends on N, but it is always a few levels of magnitude. 

To study N = 11 in the context of N = 22, the Twice-Odd Lemma says that the webs are related by 
the following transformations:  
 
11To22[x_]: = TranslationTransform[{0,0}-cS[9]]*[[x]*ScaleSwap[11,22]]  
 
22To11[x_]: = TranslationTransform[cS[9]]-{0,0}*[[x]*ScaleSwap[22,11]]  
 
(where ScaleSwap[N,M] = GenScale[N]/GenScale[M])  
 
For example, to construct the Mx tile of N = 11 inside N = 22:  
 
N22Mx = TranslationTransform[cS[9]]*[[Mx]*GenScale[22]/GenScale[11]  
 
≈ TranslationTransform[cS[9]]*[[Mx]*0.4896639010]  
 
This Mx tile is in the second generation of N =11 so it will be located just to the left of DS[2] as 
shown below. Since the web of N = 22 has perfect reflective symmetry about the center of S[9], Mx 
can also be studied relative to the S[2] tile.  
 
N22MxR = ReflectionTransform[{1,0},cS[9]][N22Mx]] 

 

At either location, the Digital Filter web is equivalent to the ‘normal’ outer billiards web, but it is 
more convenient to use S[2]. Below is a portion of the level-140 (normal) web in the region around 
22MxR. At level 99, the segment appears that defines the star[4] point of Mx. 



                 

Using the (exact) formula for this point, the parameters of Mx can be determined, but it is still not 
apparent how Mx is related to the virtual First Family of D[1] shown here in Cyan, so we will 
perform a detailed Digital Filter (Df) web scan so look for connections.  
 
A Df scan to level above 300,00 is shown here. The magenta regions are enlarged below 
 

 
 
 
 

 



 
Below is an overviw of the ‘normal’ web local to N = 11. This ‘inner-star’ region is always 
invariant and serves a template for the global dynamics. Note that there are 4 invariant regions. 

 



The boundary between these invariant regions can be defined using winding numbers. S[4] of 
course has winding number 4/11 with step sequence constant {4}, but the density plot at the 
bottom of the page makes it clear that there are more ‘energetic’ points on the border of S[4]. For 
example the centrally located satellite of S[4] close to the border has step sequence {5,4,4,4} so 
the winding number is larger. Neighboring points have similar winding numbers, so S[4] is 
surrounded by points with larger winding numbers.  This is not unusual and in fact DS[7] is also 
surrounded by points with higher winding numbers. The step sequence for DS[7] is {5,4} so it is 
also slightly higher than S[4] and his neighboring tiles. But the small triangular border of DS[7] 
has points with step sequences which approach {5,5,4} and this defines the boundary. There are 
no points on the S[4] side of the border which have consecutive 5’s, and this is why the tile with 
sequence {5,4,4,4} is a local maximum on the S[4] side of the border. The larger tiles above and 
below this central tile have the maximum possible step sequences for the S[4] region which is 
{5,4,4}. 

 

The view below is from S4 looking over DS[7], and it makes sense that windings numbers will 
tend to increase with distance from the origin. We can just see a small portion of S4 in the 
foreground  and a small portion of DS[7] in the background.  Both S4 and DS[7] are in 
depressions surrounded by complex dynamics which have higher ω value than the interior.  
 

                                               
 
 
 
 



The Second Generation - Revisited 
 
D[1] shown below has normal M[2]’s on his edges but there are no D[2]’s to be found anywhere 
so there is little hope for a 3rd generation. Besides M[1] and M[2], the only other canonical buds 
of D[1] are DS5[2] and the symmetric copy as shown below. They are step-5 relative to D[1] so 
they are regular 11-gons. The first generation DS5 has radius scale[3] so the 2nd generation 
shown here has radius scale[3]*GenScale ≈.01074 .  
 
By symmetry, the region under D[1] is conjugate to the region at GenStar. This is standard for all 
regular N-gons, so either region can be used to hunt for future generations. It is easy to find the 
coordinates where future M’s and D’s should be, and these locations show no signs of periodic 
orbits. 

                
 
It is possible to trace the development of any bud such as Mx by tracking the local web. This can 
be done using the Tangent map but it is more efficient with Df where only one edge needs to be 
scanned – instead of 11. Start with an extended edge of D[1] as shown in the first graphic below. 
In Df space this interval corresponds to the interval H = {.8345 to .843} on the overflow line y = 
1. Mapping the interval H under Df will yield the local Df  web to any depth and it is trivial to 
map this back to normal Tangent map space. For example to get the 110th iteration: 
 
depth = 110; H =Table[{x, 1}, {x, .8345, .8430 , .0000085}]; DfWeb =  
Flatten[Table[NestList[Df, H[[k]], depth], {k, 1, Length[H]}], 1]; Web = -DfToTs[DfWeb]; 
 
Below are iterations 1, 110, 147 and 450 of the web, showing the development of Mx along with M[2] 

 

It is clear that Mx is a mutated D[2] but his connections with D[1] are severed early in the web 
formation process. The local web of D[1] forms a well-defined step-1 region with the 
corresponding M[1], but there is no step-2 region. For comparison below is the same region for a 
4k+1 polygon, N = 13, showing the formation of both step-1 and step-2 regions. These are 
iterations 1, 450, 1100 and 2000 and they show the eventual development of a canonical M[2] 
and D[2]. 
 



 
 
The region around Mx is very complex and the local web can be used to gain some insight into 
how this region developed. One way to do this is to overlay a local web on top of the orbit plots. 
The plot below shows webs for the region surrounding Mx . These are extensions of the webs 
shown above - with depths ranging from 5000 to 20000. The initial level 1 web for these plots is 
the horizontal line at the bottom of the plot. 
 

                                
After billions of iterations a very intricate small-scale structure emerges in this region and there 
is no doubt that new structures will appear at all scales. Below is the region on the left of Mx. 
There does not appear to be any regions of self-similarity where it might be possible to make 
predictions about the limiting structure, but there are small invariant islands shown here in dark 
blue. Because they are invariant, they do not appear on plots unless the initial point is in one of 
the regions. 

              

Two of the islands can be seen on the left below showing, their alignment with the center of the 
small bud. This center lies on the major line of symmetry joining the centers of M[1] and DS5[2] 
to the local star[1] point at the foot of D[1]. The center of Mx is on this line but none of the 
islands intersect this line. On the right is one of the invariant islands. It has unique dynamics that 
can be traced to a congruent region at GenStar between virtual M[3] and virtual M4]. There is 

http://www.dynamicsofpolygons.org/LargeImages/N11DfMxOverlay2.jpg
http://www.dynamicsofpolygons.org/LargeImages/N11DfMxOverlay2.jpg
http://www.dynamicsofpolygons.org/LargeImages/N11DfMxOverlay2.jpg


another such region buried under D[1]. It is likely that these structures 'point' to local images of 
GenStar which formed at some stage of web development. They show up at key points in the 
geometry of this region, and occasionally they can be used to locate centers of buds. These 
islands have their own intricate geometry – and it is possible that non-trivial invariant regions 
exist within them. Their scale is comparable to GenScale3 ≈ 0.000075. 

                            

 
 
As indicated above, we can use N = 11 embedded in N = 22 and the Digital Filter map to get 
detailed images that would be hard to obtain within N = 11. Now that Mx is known to arbitrary 
accuracy, it is trivial to import it into N = 22. 
 
 
Below is a detailed Df scan of the Mx region at the foot of S[2] of N = 22 . Compared to the 
images above, this is a reflection about the center of S[9] (which is the surrogate N = 11), so now 
Mx is on the right-side of S[2] instead of the left side of DS[2]. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



The Inner Star Region 
 
The sequence of plots below cover the region between S1 and S2 at a scale which is about .015 
on a side.  

                          

 

                                       
 
Below are two winding number plots of this same region - one in Grayscale and the other in 3-D. 
The darker regions have the highest ω value and they are not well resolved at this depth of just 
3000 iterations per point. We can clearly see where the sphere of influence of S2 meets that of 
S1 like a shock wave. 

          
  
 
The 3D plot on the right is turned around and overlooks the ‘skating rink’ from the direction of 
S2. In the foreground is an edge of the local DS3. This is looking from high ground to low 
because S1 on the far side is in a deep hole. This tile has a 1-step orbit with period 11, so the 
winding number has the smallest possible value of 1/11.  The ‘skating rink’ is on high ground 
with ω = 41/169 but it is a local minimum because it is surrounded by very energetic orbits. 
 
This is a recurring theme for larger N values - as the normal bud formation process breaks down, 
it is replaced by a complex halo which is typically semi-invariant. Below is a large scale view of 



this region. Note that S1 and S2 have no second  generation D’s at their vertices so both are 
surrounded by very dense and complex dynamics – the remnants of orbits which ‘should be’ 
canonical but are not.  
 

                                                 
 
Recall that S1 is the clone of a D[1] so it is not surprising that he has M[2]’s on his edges, but the 
crucial D[2]s are missing and there is no sign of a second generation family here or anywhere 
else. This plot is a single orbit of a virtual D[3] of S1. It shows the region from the S1 
perspective – the orbits of virtual S2 buds are so dense that they tend to obscure the fine scale 
structure. 
 
For any regular N-gon, the center line from the origin to GenStar is a line of symmetry so it 
contains very interesting dynamics, especially for the outer star region. Below are two scans of 
this line with the winding number routine.  S4 has ω = 4/11 and DS[7] has ω = 9/22. We looked 
at the border of  these two in an earlier 3D plot because it is the border between invariant 
regions. The DS[5]- DS[6] border is also a border of invariant regions. D is at the far left with 
maximum ω = 5/11. 
 

      
 
The detailed plot on the right has scan depth of 5000 iterations per point . The highest peak is 
M[1] at 39/88 since her step sequence is (55555554). D[1] with (5555554) is the wider plateau 
on her right. The small peak to the left of M1 is M[2] whose step sequence is a mixture of M[1] 
and D[1]. It is not clear whether there are periodic orbits with winding numbers arbitrarily close 
to D at 5/11 because the family structure breaks down after M[2].  
 
 



The Edge Geomtery of N = 11 
 
N = 11 is the lone ‘quintic’ polygon (along with the matching N = 22). N = 11 is the first non-
trivial member of the 8k+3 family. The Edge Conjecture predicts that for N odd, S[1] will be the 
DS[N-4] tile of S[2], so here S[1] should be identical to DS[7] of S[2]. 
 
This means that S[1] should have a D-M relationship with the S[7] tile in the First Family of S[2] 
so hS[1]/hS[2]  must equal (hS[7] /hS[2])/scale[2] of N = 22).  By the FFT this is s7⸱s1/(s1/s2) = 
s7⸱s2 of N = 22 and this is equal to s1/s2 (scale[2]) of N = 11 which is indeed hS[1]/hS[2].  (This 
identity follows from the fact that s1/s2 of N = 11 is s2/s4 of N = 22 = s2⸱s7.) 
 
For N odd the retrograde (right-side) webs of S[1] and S[2] are step-k where k = 2+2k , so S[1] 
will have a step-4 web as can be seen below.  This yields ‘effective’ star points at star[9],star[5] 
and star[1] of S[1] (The star points of  S[1] and S[2] are denoted  starS1[k] and starS2[k] .) 
 
The 8k+3 Conjecture predicts that these effective star points of S[1] will play the role of 
‘normal’ star points and support chains of conforming tiles. Only for the 8k+3 family , these 
effective star points include star[1] of S[1] and in this case the predicted tile convergence at 
star[1] consists of the tiles conforming to star[1]- such as S[4] and S[1] (M[2]) shown here 
 
The primary conforming tiles in these sequences are called Sk and they are typically ‘volunteers’ 
like the Dk of S[2] (which do not exist here since there is only one DS[k]). For both N = 11 and 
N = 19, S1 is the S[4] tile of S[1] and we would expect that there will be a converging sequence 
of sub-tiles conforming to the Sk and the matching starS1 point. It is likely that each sequence 
will have unique geometry that is linked to the star point geometry. 
 
Figure 11.1  The edge geometry of N = 11 – which is in the 8k+3 family                   

 



Figure 11.2  Since S[1] is congruent to S[2] of D – the ‘second generation’  tiles at D (N = 22) 
can be imported as tiles of S[1]. The actual tiles that exist in the web of S[1] are black and the 
imported tiles that exist in the web at D are magenta.  The transformation is  T[x] = 
TranslationTransform[cS[1]-cDS[2]] [x]                

 
This graphic provides some perspective of how the tile structure at S[1] differs from D[1]. This 
tile structure is what drives the web – or conversely. All these imported tiles are theoretically 
compatible with S[1] – but only M[2] actually exists in both worlds. The magenta tiles such as 
S[5] and M[1] are actually in the First Family of S[1] – but they do not exist in the web here on 
the edge of N = 11. Likewise the S[4] tile of S[1] exists here and not in the web at D[1].  
 
Note how awkwardly M[1] is embedded in S[2]. This shows the lack of compatibility between 
S[1] and S[2]  and helps to explain why this web geometry is so complex. We have found 
virtually no relationship with the First Family of M[1] and the actual tiles at S[2]. On the positive 
N will have the same edge length as D – even though they have different genders. 
 
 
Figure 11.2  The left-side of S[1]  
 

 
 
By convention we will choose to study the left side web of S[1] because the clockwise early web 
defines initial star points on this side of S[1] - and these ‘effective’ star points are step-4 as noted 
above. It is our contention that the overall dynamics and geometry of this region are driven by 
these effective star points - as in the generalized First Family Theorem. Of course N = 11 is 
special in many ways - and the true nature of the 8k+3 family and the efficacy of these step-4 
star points will be better illustrated by larger N values – such as N = 19, 27, 35 and 43.  
 



Figure 11.3  Detail of the web local to S[4] and the conforming ‘volunteer’ Gx. 
 

 
 
In the level-16 web of S[1], the interval from StarS1[6] to StarS1[7] defines a shared edge of Gx 
and Sk as shown above. The slope of this magenta interval must match an edge of N so it is 
known. Therefore this interval can be used to define StarGx[4] and also an edge of Sk.The lower 
end point of this interval is 16(StarS1[7]) and it is necessary to find this point exactly. This is an 
issue which we have addressed earlier. The major star points such as StarS1[7] will typically not 
have extended orbits because they will map to trailing edges of N within a few iterations. But 
these star points may have one-sided limiting orbits which can be calculated exactly using 
surrogate initial points and we will do this here for both Gx and Sk.  
 
It appears above that StarS1[7] is vertex v6 of Sk2 but there is a small horizontal offset involved 
and the same is true for 16(StarS1[7]) and Sk. The Sk and Sk2 tiles are related by a simple 
rotation about the center of Gx, so we can work with either Sk or Sk2 once Gx is known. 
 
Calculations for Gx (based on N = 11 at the origin and with hN = 1) 
  
(i) Any exact point on an extended edge of Gx will define the matching star point, so to find 
StarGx[4] all that is needed is p1 = 16(p0) where p0 = StarS1[7]. This is a simple calculation that 
Mathematica will do with exact arithmetic – but only if the correct vertex points in the orbit are 
known. Here it will likely generate an error because major star points will either have no image 
at all under  or will map to trailing edges of N. Therefore we will use a surrogate neighbor such  
pn = p0 + {0, .000001}. This will put pn inside Sk2 – which is an advantage because all points in 
a tile such as Sk2 must map together.  
 
Tiles like Sk2 and Gx are prominent in the web, so it is easy to probe them with test points and 
find their periods. Every point inside the Sk tiles has period 338 – except the center which has 
period 169. These are called ‘period-doubling’ tiles . Here we only need to track 16 iterations of 
pn for Gx, but we will later track further iterations of pn to get the vertices of Sk – as shown by 
the dotted blue arrows above.  
 
(ii) Ind = IND[pn,16] will generate the indices of the first 16 vertices of N in the orbit of pn. 
These are {8,11,3,7,10,3,6,9,11,1,2,4,6,8,9,10} which means that the vertices visited will be 



c8,c11, etc –where by convention c1 is the ‘top’ vertex of N. (In general we prefer to use step-
sequences of orbits which are the first differences of these indices – because all the Sk will have 
the same step sequences - but not indices.) We will assume that p0 will have this same ‘corner 
sequence’ and if this is false the error will be large and easily detected. 
 
(iii) The matching routine PIM[pn,8] will take these 16 indices and perform 8 iterations of the 
‘return map’ 2 to calculate the actual orbit of pn, so 16(pn] will be the last element of PIM. Here 
we set P = PIM[p0,8] and P[[8]] = 16(p0) = p1 will be exact. 
 
(iv) This point p1 is on an extended edge of Gx with known slope and this defines an exact 
StarGx[4]. Since Gx is conforming to S[1], StarGx[5]  = StarS1[[1]] so we can use the Two Star 
Lemma to find hGx and its location: 
 
d = StarS1[1][[1]]-StarGx[4][[1]]; hGx = d/(Tan[4π/11]-Tan[π/11])  .013760647991661 
 
AlgebraicNumberPolynomial[ToNumberField[hGx/hN,GenScale],x] 

3 4
25 59 39

8 4 4 8
x x xx− + + + −  

Midpoint Gx = MidGx = StarS1[1]-{hGx*Tan[5*Pi/11],0)} 
cGx = MidGx + {0,hGx}; rGx = RadiusFromHeight[hGx,11] 
Gx = RotateCorner[cGx + {0, rG}, 11, cGx}; 
StarGx = Table[Midpoint - hGx*Tan[k*Pi/11],  {k,1,5}] 
 
Calculations for Sk 
 
(i) Now that cGx is known we can work with either Sk or Sk2 because they are related by  
RotationTransform[8π/11,cGx]. This implies that 16(p0)  is simply a rotation by 8π/11 of  
StarS1[7] – but this calculation depends on knowing  cGx. 
 
As indicated earlier, it is possible to use the same pn point as a surrogate and simply extend the 
orbit to 169 iterations. So IND[pn,169] will generate the indices, but our software for PIM is 
based on the return map 2 and 169 is odd. One solution is to replace p0 with p2 = (p0) (and np 
with (np). This is easy since the first index is known to be 8, so (np) = 2c8 – np and 
IND[(np),170]  will yield the corner sequence for (np) which should also be the corner 
sequence for p2 = (p0). Therefore  P  = PIM[p2,85] will give the exact 2 orbit for p2 which will 
end with px = P[[85]]] = 169(p0)   
 
(ii) This px point defines the top edge of Sk2 which intersects the edge of Gx at what we call 
vertex 5 or v5.  This vertex can then be mapped to the opposite vertex v2 using the same indices 
because all point in a tile such as Sk2 must map together with the same indices – even the center 
which is the unique point where 169(cSk)  = cSk so it has period 169 instead of 338. Therefore v2 
=  169(v5) and it can be found by setting P1 = PIM[(v5),85] and then v2 = P1[[85]]. 
 
 
 
 



(iii) Any interior point can be used to find the center of a period-doubling tile because all points 
map to a reflection about the center under half of the period. The calculations above yield two 
candidate lines that must pass through the center. Using their intersection for the center avoids a 
distance calculation which might be an issue with the scaling field S11. Now map cSk2 ,v5 and v2 
to Sk using RotationTransform[8π/11, cGx] which is exact relative to S11. 
 
(iv) In Sk2, v2 defines v6 and the ‘height’ which we call h1. Since v5 is known the height defines 
v3 and the horizontal center line defines v1 and v4 because the slopes of the edges is known. This 
defines Sk and the remaining Sk2, Sk3, Sk4 and Sk5 are either rotations or reflections about the 
center line joining Gx with StarS1[1]. 
 
(v) Sk clearly has a close geometric  relationship with Gx and we will try to make this precise. 
Later we will show that these two tile generate an ‘offspring’ calledl Sxx –in a manner similar to 
as the Sx tile of S[5] and Px..  
 
Figure 11.4  Geometric relationship between Gx, Sk and Sxx

 
There are two nested isosceles triangles here with heights h1 and h2. And Sk is embedded in the 
smaller triangle. The ‘star[k] angles’ of any odd N-gon have the form π - k where  is 2π/11, so 
the angle θ at StarGx[4] is π -8π/11. Therefore Tan[3π/11] = h1/x1 = h2 /x2  where x2 is the 
distance from MidGx to StarGx[4] - which is  hGx*Tan[4π/11.  Therefore h1/h2 = x1/x2 and the 
embedded Sxx has a self-similar relationship with Gx. This is turn relates Gx an S[4] because the 
S[5] tile of S[4] is congruent to  Sxx. 
 
(vi) The last step for Sk is to show that the ratio each edge length with sN is in scaling field S11.  
If s1 and s2 are the long and short sides of Sk their polynomials are shown below  

AlgebraicNumberPolynomial[ToNumberField[s1/sN],GenScale[11]],x] =  41
8
− 118𝑥 − 279𝑥2

4
−
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8
 The matching polynomial for the short side s2 is  3
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Figure 11.5  Detail of the web local to Sk. There are ‘islands’ here which are somewhat similar 
to the invariant regions which arise in the web of Mx at D. See N = 22. 
         

 
Calculations for Sxx 

(i) We will find the parameters of the Sxx on left side of Gx. This is a simple application of the 
Two Star Lemma using StarGx[3] and what we call star[2] of Sk2. The local indices of Sxx are 
both 3, so  d = StarGx[3][[1]]-StarSk2[2]; hSxx = d/(2Tan[3π/11])]  
 
AlgebraicNumberPolynomial[ToNumberField[hSxx/hN,GenScale[11]],x] yields 

 p[x]  = 
2 3 41 11 11 5 3

8 4 2 4 8
x x x x

− + + + −   Here hN = 1 so hSxx = p[GenScale[11]]  0.000992499045 

(ii) To construction Sxx: 
MidSxx = {StarGx[[3]][[1]]- hSxx*Tan[3Pi/11],0}; cSxx = {MidSxx[[1]],hSxx} 
rSxx = RadiusFromHeight[hSxx,11]; Sxx[[1]] = cSxx + {0,rSxx};  
Sxx = RotateVertex[Sxx[[1]],11, cSxx]; 
 
This polynomial for hSxx is relatively simple because it is also the polynomial for S[5] of S[4] – 
and this shows that Sxx is a true 3rd generation tile. But the positional complexity of Sxx is much 
more difficult because it depends on star points of both Gx and Sk. For example the vertical 
coordinate of vertex 1 of Sxx is relatively simple since it is just the height plus radius, but the 
horizontal coordinate is another issue. The simplified form is shown below: 
 



Sxx[[1]][[1]] =  3 3 5 22( ( 2cos 48064cos 198157cos 410268cos 382041sin 526796sin
2 22 22 22 22 11 11

π π π π π π            − − − − + + −                        

  

2 3 565410266379512 130820532376983cos 130820531468146cos 130820529676436sin 130820529922657sin 130820530531082sin ) /
11 11 22 22 22
π π π π π          − + − + − +                    

2 2
3 5 2 2 3 54 101cos 260cos 276cos 94sin 209sin 33312 66408cos 65974cos 66422sin 66076sin 65840sin

22 22 22 11 11 11 11 22 22 22
π π π π π π π π π π                        − + + − + − + − + −                                             

) tan
11
π     

  
The expression for Sxx[[6]][[1]] (which is star[1] of Sxx) is much worse and would run for more 
than 30 pages of normal print .The first few terms of that expression are shown below: 
 
Figure 11.6  The first few terms in the trigonometric expression of the horizontal coordinate of 
vertex 6 of Sxx. For expressions like this that run for multiple pages, Mathematics asks if you 
want more (or less) . At each stage there are ‘unresolved’ numbered terms that are eventually 
evaluated. Note that the whole expression is in grey as a warning that is partial.

 
But because calculations within the scaling field S11 are so efficient, Mathematica only takes a 
few seconds to find the polynomial for these coordinates relative to GenScale[11] and sN. 
 
AlgebraicNumberPolynomial[ToNumberField[Sxx[[6]][[1]]/sN,GenScale[11]],x] yields 

p[x] =  
2 3 45 27 33 3

8 2 4 2 8
x x x x

− − − − +   so Sxx[[6]][[1]] = sN* p[Tan[Pi/11*Tan[Pi/22] = 
2 2 3 3 4 45 27 33 1 3tan tan tan tan tan tan tan tan

8 2 22 11 4 22 11 2 22 11 8 2
2 tan[

2
1

11
/1 ] π π π π π π π ππ

 
 
 

               − − − − +                              
  

 - 0.7103831120784580 (with hN =1). This is identical to the lengthy trigonometric expression 
in Figure 11.6 above but Mathematica has a very hard time simplifying such an expression 
unless it is told to do so in the context of S11. 
 
Here the vertical coordinate of vertex 6 is -1, but in general the vertical coordinates must be 
determined relative to hN not sN. Once again Mathematic has no problem doing this. 
 
AlgebraicNumberPolynomial[ToNumberField[Sxx[[1]][[2]]/hN,GenScale],x] yields 

p[x] = 
2 3 413 59 5 7

8 4 2 4 8
x x x x

− + + − +   

 



Figure 11.7  Detail of the web local to Sxx 
 
 

 

As with Sx defined by Px and DS[5], we could ask which of the ‘parents’ Gx and Sk2 plays the 
more dominant role in the evolution of Sxx. Here Sk2 is clearly a satellite of Gx, so there is no 
doubt that the local Gx web plays an important role in the formation of Sxx, but star[2] of Sk2 
appears to generate an S[2] clone of Sxx and possible extended family. This is similar to Sx 
where Px appears to be the ‘dominant’ tile but there is tile that appears to be weakly conforming 
to Sx and DS[5] with possible extended family structure.                                          
 
 
 
By convention the S[k] are scaled relative to D. For all N, S[1] is special because hS[1]/hS[k] is 
always scale[k], so here hS[1]/hD = hS[1]/hS[5]=  scale[5] = GenScale[11]. But hS[1]/hS[2] = 
scale[2] of N = 11 – which is an awkward relationship so they share no First Family tiles. 
 

hS[1] /hD hS[1]/hS[2] hGx/hN cS[k][[2]]/hN hSxx/hN 
 

x 
21

2 2
xx− −   

3 4
25 59 39

8 4 4 8
x x xx− + + + −  2 3

43 161 107 3
4 4 4 4

x x x x− − − +  
 2 3 41 11 11 5 3

8 4 2 4 8
x x x x

− + + + −  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Projections 
 
N = 11 has 5 projections. To see the effects of these projections, below are the remappings of the 
vertices. 
 
GraphicsGrid[ { Table[Graphics[poly[Wc[[k]]]],{k,1,5}]},Frame->All] 
 

 
 
Example 1: The center of M[1]:  q1= CFR[GenScale]= {-6.39168765809061393934,-
0.91898594722899477978};  Period is 88, so the projections will have period 44: 
 
Ind= IND[q1,100]; k = 45; 
 
Px=Table[Graphics[{poly[M],Blue,Line[PIM[q1,k,j]]}],{j,1,HalfN}]; 
Px[[1]]=Graphics[{poly[M],AbsolutePointSize[1.0],Blue,Point[PIM[q1,k,1]]}];  
GraphicsGrid[{{Px[[1]], Px[[2]], Px[[3]], Px[[4]], Px[[5]]}},Frame->All]  
 

 
 
Example 2: q1= {-0.647039927393410515924548192, -0.823058559556705316896021741}  
is an inner star point whose orbit is shown below in magenta. N (a.k.a M) is at top and S1 is the 
central bud. A portion of S2 can be seen at left. 
 

                               



k = 300; 
 

 
 
k = 10000; 
 

 
 
 
Example 3: Below are projections of the outer star point  
q1={-5.590571581815199504136,-0.715792854440879539033} 
 
Ind= IND[q1,50000];  k = 150; 
 

 
 
 
 
 
k = 2500; 
 

 
 
 
 



 
 
k = 25000; 
 

 
 
 
These are the first 400,000 points in the P5 projection of this same point 
 

 
 
 
Pinwheel Projections vs Interior Projections 
 
We sometimes call these Interior Projections to contrast them with Pinwheel Projections which 
are typically used in the outer rings. The code for the Pinwheel projections is intricate so we refer 
the reader to the Projections section for the code. Below we will compare a 'typical' interior 
projection with the corresponding Pinwheel projection. Even though the algorithms are very 
different, the results (on large scales) are identical. This is explained in the section of Projections. 
 
 
 
 



Below are the 22 Pinwheel regions for N = 11. We will track the dynamics in the horizontal strip 
out at Ring 5, so our 'origin' will be 4 times the Ring spacing which is 
2*6.95515277177347333476179426898680052416805275. This puts the Ring5 origin at 
cMRing5 = {8*6.95515277177347333476179426898680052416805275, 0} 
 

                                            
 
The first Pinwheel projection is based on the point q1= {-4.9436099727500458556, 
1.2334682641819547871} translated out to its clone in Ring5:  
p1 = q1 + cMRing5 = {50.697612201437740822, 1.233468264181954787}  
 
Below are the first 500,000 points in the P2 projection with scale 1500 by 3700. The red dot at 
top is q1 and M is just a small speck to the left of this dot. 

                                        
 
On the left below are 1,250,000 points in the P4 Pinwheel projection of  
p1 = q1 + cMRing5 = {-5.590571581815199504136, -0.715792854440879539033} + cMRing5 
={50.0506505923725871739588, -0.7157928544408795390333}   (*q1 is the same outer star 
point used earlier in the P5 plot*) 
 
It took 200 million iterations to generate these 1.25 million points. This plot goes from bottom to 
top. On the right is the IND version with 1 million iterations  (about 2 minutes) using the 'same' 
initial point  q1= {-5.590571581815199504136, -0.715792854440879539033}. This yields 
500,000 points in the P4 orbit.  



          
 On a large scale the Interior P4 projection is identical to the Pinwheel projection, but comparing 
numbers its clear that the Interior projections contain many more points (however they are easy 
to code and much faster to generate). If we zoom in on the two projections we can see the extra 
'embellishments' of the Interior projections. The Pinwhel projections just look at points which 
return to the small horiontal strip, so they are highly 'filtered'. The Interior projection points are 
unfiltered- but of course we can filter them in many different ways. 
 
Below is the same match-up with the P5 projections. On the right is the P5 Interior projection 
from the start of this section and it matches perfectly the start of the P5 Pinwheel projection at 
the bottom of the plot. 
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